
The article discusses socio-cultural dimensions of Urban Design based on premises of dealing with lost places 
and lost relationships between people and traditional public open spaces . With changing paradigms, these 
public places have become volatile, limited, and redundantly 'lost' in the concept of strategic planning, zoning 
and landscaping. The article discusses the role of urban designers while demonstrating Urban Indian cases of 
Surat City by bringing back to life these lost spaces and lost relationships and being inclusive and equitable. 





Figure 2 Visualisation of The Banyan Parklet as conceived to be a 'Place for All'

Located in the core city area of Surat (India), an engaging wide stretch of open space by the street with 05 
ancestral Banyan trees rusts in decay- placeless and purposeless. Could this parcel be re-imagined as an 
open-ended indigenous intervention enterprised for anyone and everyone? Be it, the passersby or the 
workers nearby; the kids, women, adults of the locality or the neighbours from the city? The obsolete Stretch, 
which was once a thriving street, was conceived to be reshaped as a 'Parklet' intending to invigorate the 
socio-cultural cohesion bringing back to life the spirit of streets.  

Figure 3 Visualisation of The Banyan Parklet as conceived to be a 'Place for All'



Figure 5 Transformation of the Chowk as a public realm

Figure 4  Jhanda  Chowk  : In silence, lost on purpose

4.  Jhanda means a Flag Post in Hindi language
5.   Chowk means a plaza/square/open market area in a city at the junction of two roads

Figure 6 Plan of Jhanda Chowk: Transforming dead streets into a public realm



Figure 7Informal vegetable market, Surat (India)

Figure 8 Vacant and Void: Vegetable Markets missing out on gravity

Street markets have been a dynamic and unavoidable image of life of Indian cities. These markets embrace 
daily gatherings, knick-knack lined up carts, informal chats, negotiations and cohesions. These markets best 
demonstrate a typical Indian public realm. With changing shopping trends, seclusions and exclusivities based 
on economic classes and biased orientations, these markets are nearing dearth. Once flooded with people, 
these markets lie vacant. Shall these spaces of purpose be thought as inclusive designs that erase biased 
boundaries? Shall these spaces of purpose be equipped with infrastructure of the time that encourages 
visitorsvisitors from every background, be it, social or economic? Contemplating this scenario, urban designers as 
socio-cultural activists, must adjure the loss of traditions and upgrade tangible aspects in order to cope up 
with the contemporary needs of the time which shall preserve the intangible culture.  Much contemporary 
design needs to be reconfigured as a process that progressively transforms urban landscapes of such market 
spaces into updated public realms.  

Figure 9 A visualisation of upgrading Vegetable markets as an inclusive enclosure



Overturning paradigms demonstrated the role of urban designers as socio-cultural activists to bring back to 
life lost spaces, to re-establish lost relationships of people and place and to not only let design solutions 
promote social integration, but also uphold dignity of the people once they enter the space. It encourages 
concerns for transforming aged spaces into 'places for all', dissolving exclusions and promoting inclusions. 

Figure 10 Image of the city : an illustration of Historic Urban villge 'Rander', as a congregation of people and celebration of place 


